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Before using this lubricant, take a look to the car booklet to check the technical requirements of the manufacturer. 

L’huile des records du monde 

LUBE O LUBE O LUBE O LUBE O ----    SAE 5WSAE 5WSAE 5WSAE 5W----30303030    
Synthetic oil for Diesel and gasoline engines. 
“Low SAPS” technology  
 
 

APPLICATIONSAPPLICATIONSAPPLICATIONSAPPLICATIONS    

Specifically developed for passenger cars, SUVs and light commercial vehicles of the GM OPEL 
group requiring a long life dexos2™ oil. This new standard replaces the former GM-LL-A-025  
(gasoline engines) and GM-LL-B-025  (Diesel engines) specifications; consequently, YACCO LUBE 
O is suitable for most of the GM OPEL group vehicles. LUBE O 5W30 is also recommended for any 
Diesel or gasoline engines requiring one of the below specifications. 
 
 

MAIN PHYSICAL DATAMAIN PHYSICAL DATAMAIN PHYSICAL DATAMAIN PHYSICAL DATA    
 Units 5W-30 

Density at                                                          20°  C kg/m3 849 
Kinematic viscosity at                                       40°  C mm2/s 67 
Kinematic viscosity at                                     100°  C mm2/s 11.7 
Viscosity index  171 
Flash point Cleveland open cup ° C 234 
Pour point ° C - 36 
Dynamic viscosity at                                      - 30°  C mPa.s 6200 

The data given in this table are typical production values and cannot be considered as specifications. 

PROPERTIES & ADVANTAGESPROPERTIES & ADVANTAGESPROPERTIES & ADVANTAGESPROPERTIES & ADVANTAGES    

“Low SAPS” technology (lower levels of sulphated ashes, Sulphur and Phosphorous) 
� Extends the particle filters lifetime on Diesel engines 
� Optimal efficiency of the catalytic converters  
Reduction of fuel consumption during the whole service life of the lubricant 
� Helps protecting the environment and reduces polluting emissions.  
Outstanding resistance to oxidation and better protection against wear 
� Safely extended oil drain intervals 
Full compatibility with the former GM-LL-A-025 (Gas oline engines) and GM-LL-B-025 (Diesel 
engines) specifications 
� Use of a single engine oil for both the latest and the older vehicles. 
High shear resistance 
� Maintains optimal oil viscosity in service 
 
APPROVALSAPPROVALSAPPROVALSAPPROVALS    SPECIFICATIONSSPECIFICATIONSSPECIFICATIONSSPECIFICATIONS    

 
Licence dexos 2™ n° RB2A1008017 

ACEA C3, ACEA C2* , ACEA A3/B4-07 
API SN/CF (exceeds API SM/CF, SL/CF…) 
BMW Longlife-04 ; MB 229.51/MB 229.31 
VW 502.00/505.00/505.01 
GM-LL-A-025/GM-LL-B-025  

 
Our dexos2™ licence n° RB2A1008017 is valid on service for any type of Diesel and gasoline engines of the 
GM-Opel group in Europe. An exhaustive list of those countries is available upon request.  
*May be used when a fuel economy ACEA C2 engine oil is specified. 

 


